JP Dance Group is a contemporary dance company that blends dance and drama
to create unique productions that entertain, educate, and inspire. We believe that
dance is the ideal format for storytelling and strive to deliver powerful dance
narratives that resonate with people of all ages, backgrounds and walks of life.
JPDG truly believes that dance moves everyone and is dedicated to promoting
diversity and inclusion in dance and beyond. Providing educational shows for
young people, cultural programming for senior citizens, and a varied repertoire for
the community at large is all in the scope of JPDG. Each performance by JP
Dance Group is a one of- a-kind experience that we hope will transport our
audiences.
JP Dance Group was founded in 2013, by Artistic Director Julie Petrusak. After
directing and producing several independent choreographic projects including
“New Works” at the TANK in 2012 and the Riverbank Dance Collective in 2013, Ms.
Petrusak established JP Dance Group to be her team and foundation for all future
projects. Today, JP Dance Group is based in Harlem and is a sponsored artist of
the Field. The company regularly presents work in New York City and aims to
expand its reach to new audiences throughout the metropolitan area.
We are always looking for ways to expand our reach to new audiences and are
seeking sponsors to support our budding organization. The Artistic Director is
available to teach master classes, and to be an artist-in-residence or a guest
choreographer. JPDG is available for lecture/demonstrations, teaching
residencies, and performances. Thank you in advance for your time in reviewing
the enclosed materials. We welcome you to contact JPDG with any inquiries.

Enclosed please find the following materials:
• Company Artistic Statement
• Information on our Fiscal Sponsorship
• Biographies of the Director and Company Members
• Repertoire
• Company Performance History, Venue Size, Attendance Figures
• Tech Rider
•

Lecture/Demonstration and Residency Schedule

Please do not hesitate to call or email JPDG with any questions you may have.
Warmest Regards,
Julie Petrusak
Artistic Director
JP Dance Group
jpdancegroup@gmail.com
www.jpdancegroup.org

JP Dance Group Artistic Statement:
JP Dance Group creates live dance productions that aim to entertain, educate, and
inspire its viewers. JP Dance Group believes that movement is universally
understandable which makes dance an ideal format for storytelling. We strive to use
dance to connect with the audience in a unique way and share our stories because we
believe that dance moves everyone.
When a new production is created, Julie Petrusak, choreographer and artistic director of
JP Dance Group, begins with a real-life experience as her inspiration. As she
choreographs, she chooses specific images, emotions, and sensations from that
experience and exaggerates them with her movement, gestures, or other visuals such as
costuming and lights. The resulting product is a slightly abstracted, surreal version of the
original narrative. Petrusak’s goal is to tell a story, but to present it in a way that the
audience has freedom to interpret for themselves what they are seeing on stage and
what is significant.
JPDG challenges its dancers technically, athletically, and intellectually so that they grow
as performers, storytellers, and artists. JP Dance Group is attentive to every detail of its
productions and is committed to providing high-quality productions for young people,
senior citizens, and the community at large. Each performance by JPDG is a one-of-akind experience that we hope will resonate in the hearts and minds of all whom is
watching.

About our Fiscal Sponsorship
JP Dance Group is sponsored artist with, The Field, a non-for-profit, tax-exempt, 501(c)(3) organization
serving the New York City performing arts community. The Field lends its legal non-profit status to JP
Dance Group, and receives donations on our behalf. Under their umbrella, JPDG uses The Field’s non-profit
status without being incorporated itself.
This partnership gives JPDG the means to receive tax-deductable contributions, apply to most grants, and
be a sustainable presence in the community.
Contributions made to The Field and earmarked for JP Dance Group are tax-deductable to the extent
allowed by law. For more information about The Field contact: The Field, 75 Maiden Lane, Suite 906, New
York NY 10038, 212-691-6969, www.thefield.org. A copy of The Field’s latest annual report may be
obtained, upon request, from The Field or from the Office of the Attorney General, Charities Bureau, 120
Broadway, New York, NY 10271.

Artistic Director Julie Petrusak
Julie Petrusak is a Harlem-based choreographer,
dancer and instructor. She is the founder and
artistic director of JP Dance Group. She earned
her degree from the Ailey/Fordham B.F.A. in
Dance Program, after studying ballet extensively
at the Maryland Youth Ballet. As a choreographer,
Ms. Petrusak strives to use dance to illustrate
stories that resonate in the hearts and minds of
her audience members. In Spring of 2013 she codirected and choreographed three productions at
Riverbank State Park’s Cultural Complex that
reached over 1,000 New York City school children
and senior citizens. She has presented work at
various venues in New York City including the
Ailey Citigroup Theater, Riverside Theatre, Arron
Davis Hall, Triskelion Arts Center, and for Fashion
Week 2013. In 2012, she Co-produced “New
Works” at the TANK where she premiered her
ghost story ballet, “Apparitions”. In 2010, she
assisted Karen L. Arceneaux in setting
Arceneaux’s “Chasing a Dream” on the Ailey/Fordham B.F.A class of 2014.
As a performer Julie has worked for companies such as Genesis Dance
Company, Racoco Rx, and Millennium Dance Company. She has performed works
by Alvin Ailey, Sarah Skaggs, Ronald K. Brown, Adam Barruch, and Daniel
Gwirtzman, and has appeared in music videos for The Clox and Alex Young.
Petrusak is also a NASM certified personal trainer with specialties in corrective
exercise and pre/post natal exercise.

Company Members
Diego De Souza Aleixo began his studies in ballet, jazz, and contemporary in 2004 at
Centro Cultural Vanessa Ballet in São Paulo, Campos Do Jordão ,Brazil. He has
participated in social projects in Brazil and has won various awards in these festivals.
Upon graduating in 2010, Diego moved to New York City to pursue ballet. He received a
full one-year scholarship at the Ailey School which allowed him to further his training in
modern dance. He has danced for companies including Cia Cooperdance, Artisy, and
now with JP Dance Group.

Deborah Chambers was born in New Haven, CT and raised in Atlanta, GA. She received
her early training at the Academy of Ballet Arts and the Atlanta Ballet Centre for Dance
Education. Deborah’s professional training began at The Ailey School in New York City
under the tutelage of various instructors, including Denise Jefferson. She went on to
attend New World School of the Arts in Miami, Florida under the direction of Daniel Lewis,
before relocating to Atlanta. Deborah spent several years working as a freelance artist
with various choreographers and companies, including, Daryl Foster, Juel Lane, Tracy
Vogt, Lonnie Davis, Zoetic Dance Ensemble and a host of others. She made her
professional choreographic debut during the 2010 season of Dance Canvas (An
emerging choreographer’s showcase). Deborah was recently cast as a principal dancer
in the feature film, Bolden. She is thrilled to have had the opportunity to explore this new
path. Deborah currently teaches at several studios throughout New York City and
performs with Hillsong Dance NYC. This is her debut season with JP Dance Group.

Diane Hutchinson studied modern, ballet and jazz, at The Neighborhood Playhouse, The
Mark Twain School for the Gifted and Talented and The Brooklyn College Preparatory
Center for the Performing Arts. She also studied Near/Middle Eastern dance with Dalia
Carella. She dances with The Dalia Carella Dance Collective, a global-fusion dance
theater company, and JP Dance Group. She teaches dance and yoga in NYC.

Dale Jezwinski (Brooklyn, NY) began his training at the age of 17 in Waukesha, WI with
Accent on Dance Studios and the Milwaukee Youth Ballet programs. He went on to
attend the University of Minnesota-Twin Cites where he graduated with a BFA in Dance.
Dale continued training at the TU Dance Center in St Paul, MN under the direction of Toni
Pierce-Sands and Uri Sands and after attending a professional division summer intensive
at the Ailey School in NY was accepted into the professional division Independent Study
Program at the Ailey School. Dale moved to NY in 2013 to attend the Ailey School and
while completing his training has had the opportunity to perform works by
Choreographers Carlos Dos Santos, Judine Sommerville, Hollie E. Wright, Brent Radeke
of Radeke Dance Theatre, Chelsea Koenig of SPARK Movement Collective, and Julie
Petrusak of JP Dance Group.

Erke Roosen was born in Bergen op Zoom, the Netherlands. She received her dance
training and BFA at the Royal Conservatory in the Hague, the Netherlands under the
direction of Wim Broeckx where she performed works by Jiri Kylian and Lightfoot Leon.
After moving to New York, she completed the Certificate Program with excellence of
honors at the Peridance Capezio Center in New York under the direction of Igal Perry.
Some choreographers she worked with during the program are Sidra Bell, Bryan Arias,
and Manuel Vignoulle. Erke has worked with Netherlands Dance Theater 2 and
performed works from Alexander Ekman and Ohad Naharin in several theaters in the
Netherlands and Europe. She is currently working with the Peridance Contemporary
Dance Company, Gwen Rakotovao Dance Company, and JP Dance Group.

Debbie Schneider trained in ballet under the direction of Helena Baron, Brunilda Ruiz and
Paul Sutherland and performed with the Baron Ballet and New Jersey Ballet. Debbie
graduated Phi Beta Kappa from Cornell University in 2010 with a double major in Dance
and French Literature. She has performed in showcases at the Lincoln Center Library for
the Performing Arts, in New Orleans, and abroad in Paris, Dublin and Rome. Debbie has
danced with The Next Stage Project, Community Dance Project, Giada Ferrone, and
Diane McCarthy. Debbie has modeled for Christopher Deane and has written articles for
Dance Magazine and Industry Dance Magazine. She was awarded a merit-based
fellowship by NYU to complete an MA in French Language and Civilization (Paris, 20122013). Once again back in the Big Apple, Debbie is maintaining her French,
demonstrating for ballet classes at Peridance, and having a ball working with JPDG!!!

Pei-Rong Wu is originally from Kaohsiung, Taiwan, where she discovered her love and
passion for dance. She began traditional Chinese dance and Ballet training at age 7. As a
young dancer, she performed at prestigious theaters in all the major cities in Taiwan. At
age 15, she was accepted by the dance department of Tsoying Senior High
School(Kaohsiung, Taiwan), where she continued her professional training in all
disciplines of dance. In 2008, she decided to move to the United States to pursue her
dreams of working professionally and exceptionally in dance. She was not only accepted
as one of 30 students into the BFA program over almost 300 perspectives auditioned,
but also rewarded a scholarship to New World School of the Arts. There she continued
her dance training with Daniel Lewis, Peter London, and Bambi Anderson. Throughout her
time in New World School of the Arts, she had the opportunities to work with
contemporary artists such as Robert Battle, Kate Weare, Robert Swinston, Darshan
Bhuller, and Kyle Abraham. In 2012, she received her Bachelor of Fine Arts degree in
dance and graduated with highest honor. After graduated from school, Pei-Rong decided
to move to New York City to continue her dance journey. She explored the various and
diverse dance communities in the city and had great opportunities to work with creative
NY based artist such as Jennifer Archibald, Goldie Peacock, Nai-Ni Chen, and Julie
Petrusak. Pei-Rong is thrilled to be a part of JP Dance family. She currently resides in
New Work City where she continues to grow and expand her career as a performing
artist.

Apprentices:
Alejandra Dominguez started her career as a professional dancer in Zurich, Switzerland
at the school Zürich Tanz-Theater-Schule (ZTTS). There she studied ballet,
contemporary, modern, hip-hop and flamenco with international teachers such as Leslie
Wiesner, Natalie Wagner, Arlette Kunzt, Andrea von Guten and others. As a student, she
danced in Michelle Mattle’s production of Pandora und das Feuer and Prisca Pfister’s
Ritual Warriors, As well Hip-Hop showcases with the choreographers Debbie Zehnder and
Saeed Hosseini in the show "Zürich Tanz".In New York she studied at Steps on Broadway
with: Mike Esperanza, Julia Ehrstrand, Jana Hicks, Jennifer Archibald, Mickey Sakai,
Marijke Eliasberg, Max Stone and more. Currently, She is a member of the hip-hop
company, Femme Fatale, directed by Mickey Sakai. She also participated in the Voices
and Visions Workshop at the Ailey School with Jennifer Archibald.JP Dance Group is the
first contemporary company that she is having the chance to perform with and to grow
her skills on stage as a dancer in New York City.

Benedict Nguyen began studying ballet in 2010 at the Conservatory Ballet in Reston, VA.
They continued their dance training at Vassar College, where they graduated with a BA in
International Studies and French and Francophone Studies. Benedict has also taken
intensives with the Bolshoi Ballet Academy in New York, RIOULT Dance, and Marie
Christine Giordano Dance. Since moving to New York, Benedict has appeared in the A. O.
Movement Collective’s ETLE and the Anders and is currently a Scholarship Student with
Jennifer Muller/The Works.
Cassandra Orefice is a native of Vancouver WA. She started dancing at the age of three
and has trained in many different styles of dance; with an emphasis on ballet,
contemporary, jazz and aerial silks. She made the move to New York a year and half ago
to pursue a professional dance career. She has absolutely LOVED working with JP Dance
and is looking forward to a great winter season!

Repertoire
Apparitions (2012) Apparitions is inspired by real-life
ghost stories told to me by friends and family. Every
person who has shared their ghost story with me
felt that their encounter happened for a significant
reason. This is what I am interested in investigating
through my choreography. Whether the encounter
is real or not is unimportant. What matters is the
lasting connection each person felt to someone
who had passed. This piece is a work in progress
that is slated to become an evening-length show.
A Love Song in Disharmony (2015) aims to portray
two points of view during a couple’s quarrel. The
duet oscillates between love, pain, anger,
reminiscence of happier times, and frustration, in
order to express the complexity and depth of
emotions one feels while arguing with a loved one.

Dance the World Nutcracker Festival (2015) is a fresh
twist on the classic holiday story. Set to Duke
Ellington's Nutcracker Suite, this 1920's era
Nutcracker features jazz and contemporary dance.
The second act is a world dance festival within the
production that features guest performances by
NYC’s top cultural dance companies.

Fortitude of She (2013) This piece celebrates the
incredible strength it takes to be woman, and a
mother figure. It is in honor of the female role
models who show the world how to hold oneself up
with an ironclad core of strength while also being the source of love and softness for others.
Saltwater Cures Everything; Tears, Sweat, and the Ocean(work in progress) Is a participatory dance
event that combines live contemporary dance with video projections of the Atlantic shore to

recreate the enjoyment and introspection that one experiences by the ocean, and engage new
audiences with dance.
99 (2013) Is about the feeling you get when you walk into a job interview and realize you are
competing against 99 people for the same position. It is about knowing that you are great, but
just not making the cut. It is about the struggles of the masses and having 99 failures before
your first success. But most of all, it is about having 99 reasons to avoid pursing something, but
still trying anyways because there is one small chance you can make it.

What People Are Saying About JP Dance Group

“I was shaking in my chair with [the dancers]- it was so fun
and…honest!” –The Dance Enthusiast
“JP Dance Group follows the number one rule in show biz,
leave the audience begging for more. I am very glad to have
discovered them” –Audience member
“Beautiful, beautiful, beautiful!” –The Dance Enthusiast
“JP Dance Group is the human condition in motion”-Audience
Member
“This dance was just lovely- the dancers were gorgeous- and
not starving waifs. There is something wonderful about seeing
a beautiful woman with a beautiful figure dance and getting
lifted by a strong hunk of man.” –The Dance Enthusiast

Upcoming…
Saltwater Cures Everything!
May 5th-May 8th 2016
Theatrelab
357 West 36th Street, 3rd Fl
New York, NY 10018
Saltwater Cures Everything! Is a participatory dance event that combines live
contemporary dance with video projections of the Atlantic shore to recreate the
enjoyment and introspection that one experiences by the ocean.
Audience members are not just spectators of this evening length work, but are immersed
in a moving, seaside scene that develops into a boardwalk-style party.
Ticket Information TBA

Dance The World Nutcracker Festival, is a world dance
festival set within a jazz version of the Nutcracker.
This production celebrates the diverse cultures that
call New York City home, and aims to expose the
audience to a variety of cultural dance and music.
Set to Duke Ellington's jazz arrangement of Tchaikovsky's
Nutcracker suite, Act 1 opens on a hoppin’ holiday party in
a New York City Brownstone at the height of the roaring
20's. At the party, Clara receives a nutcracker doll from her
mysterious aunt Drossa Myer. Little does she know that the
Nutcracker has a magical spell cast upon it. Later that night
the Nutcracker tethers a magical snowstorm that carries Clara on a magical adventure
to the 1922 World's Fair in Rio De Janiero.
In Act 2, the world’s fair, New York City's top cultural dance companies will perform.
Dance the world Nutcracker Festival 2015 is excited to announce its line-up of Guest
Artists:
Tues Dec 15th/Friday Dec 18th
Ajna Dance
GORANA DANCE Folk Ensemble
NylaPhoenix
Pei-Rong Wu
Wed Dec. 16th/Sat Dec 19th
Danse Xpressions Dance Company
Reaction Dance Company
Yang Wang
Bellyqueen (Sat Dec 19th only)
Thurs Dec 17th/ Sun Dec 20th
FIYAH Dancehall Theatre
Harika Chatlapalli
Xochipilli Dance Ensemble

Ajna Dance Company
Tues Dec 15th/ Fri Dec 18th

About Ajna Dance Company: Ajna Dance Company was created to share artistic and authentic Indian dance
with a global and diverse audience. We specialize in both contemporary and classical Indian dance forms. Ajna Dance
Co. was founded by the dance artist and distinguished choreographer, Minila Shah. The experience she gained
traveling the world to further her art coupled with her experience working as the Artistic Director of Bollywood Grooves
Dance Company in London, UK has made Minilla an expert in many different forms of Indian dance including
contemporary bollywood, classical, and folk. Minila is passionate about sharing Indian dance and culture through
classes and performances by making them easily available and accessible to everyone. Our team is trained in a diverse
range of dance styles and we pride ourselves in offering high quality instruction and performances.
The Ajna performance ensemble has had the honor of performing at various high profile events for clients such as the
United Nations, Macy’s, Barclays, Wells Fargo, S&P, Google, Nasdaq, MoMA Film and The Rubin Museum. We offer
educational programing at public and private schools and colleges catering to young people of all age groups. Ajna
works with a number of nonprofits including the Women’s Education Project, offering classes and performances at
their events. Ajna partnered with the New York Indian Film Festival in 2014 and choreographed flash mobs (covered on
BollySpice and TV Asia), promoting the festival at Union Square and Times Square.

Minila Shah: Minila Shah is the founder and Director of Ajna Dance. Born and raised in Canada, she has been
dancing since she could walk! Minila has trained extensively in the classical Indian dance form of Bharatanatyam
under the guidance of the highly accomplished Dr. Menaka Thakkar in Toronto and has also trained in Kathak in India.
Minila finds joy and freedom in expressing herself creatively through movement. What sets her apart is her exceptional
talent as a performer, choreographer and instructor. Minila’s Bharatanatyam training has provided a solid foundation in
not just rhythm and technical precision, but also grace, expressiveness and connectivity to Indian culture. She has
twice traveled to India to further her training in classical dance. And for years Minila has used her strong base of
classical dance experience to explore, choreograph, perform and teach a variety of dance styles including Bollywood,
Bhangra, Gujarati folk dance and hip hop.
Prior to moving to New York City, Minila was the Executive and Artistic Director of Bollywood Grooves
(www.bollywoodgrooves.com) in London, UK. She was the lead instructor, taught weekly classes and courses, and
choreographed and managed the Bollywood Grooves professional dance troupe. She taught private Bharatanatyam,
Bollywood, Bhangra and Yoga classes, as well as packed weekly classes at the renowned Pineapple Studios in Covent
Garden. She performed and led workshops for hundreds at MOVE IT, the UK’s biggest dance expo and has worked in
film, television and theatre providing choreography and performances. She also developed, trained and managed a
team of 15 performers and instructors.

Where to find Ajna Dance Company:
www.ajnadance.com

Bellyqueen

Saturday December 19th only

About Bellyqueen: Bellyqueen Dance Theater is an internationally renowned world dance company, founded in
1998 under the artistic direction of Kaeshi Chai, and Amar Gamal. Drawn together by their passion for Middle Eastern
dance, the artists of Bellyqueen come from a wide range of nationalities and dance backgrounds. By fusing their
individual influences, the company creates exciting multicultural performances that utilize traditional elements as a
base for modern theatrical performance art that inspire audiences of all backgrounds, genders and ages.
Bellyqueen has won critical acclaim for their unique vision, impressive body of work and commitment to high-quality
productions. Over the past 12 years, the company has completed extensive tours in the United States, Canada, Europe
and Asia, made numerous television appearances and been well received by the press. In 2007 and 2009 it released
full-length performance DVDs, The Bellydance Experience and Bellydance NYC, as well as several successful
instructional DVDs.
The Bellyqueen repertoire encompasses a wide range of Middle Eastern dances, from the traditional “Raks Sharqi”
bellydance format to folkloric styles, blended with other dance forms including ballet, modern, jazz, gypsy, flamenco,
chinese, afro-haitian and hip hop. Journeys Along the Silk Road, Bellyqueen’s current touring show, explores the
ancient link between East and West. The Silk Road was a trade route that for thousands of years allowed the flow of
ideas, goods, culture and dramatically influenced progress in the Eurasian civilizations.
Educating the public about the benefits of bellydance and its healing powers, particularly for body image, self-esteem
and self-expression, is an important element of the Bellyqueen mission. In order to serve this goal, the Bellyqueen
School of Dance has been established, and ongoing classes in NYC as well as numerous workshops all over the world
are offered and open to the general public. By creating a safe learning environment Bellyqueen teachers help people
rediscover their bodies, gain greater control over mind and limb and also demystify this often misunderstood dance
form.
Through its commitment to both tradition and innovation, to artistic integrity and professionalism, as well as cultural
sensitivity, Bellyqueen Dance Theater delivers fresh, contemporary hybrid dance productions that educate and
entertain.

Where to find Belly Queen:
Bellyqueen.com

Danse Xpressions Dance Company
Wed Dec 16th/ Sat Dec 19th

Danse Xpressions Dance Company, also known as DXDC, is a group of young passionate dancers that use
their art to tell a story. They consist of elite members of Danse Xpressions, LLC, and are led by creative
director Camille Cruz. The group was formed in January 2014 in order to provide a safe and entertaining
outlet for these dancers to learn the discipline and professionalism of the performing arts world. The group
has performed on numerous stages for concerts, festivals, fund-raisers, and events. Specializing in
Jazz/Hip Hop, Contemporary and Afro-Caribbean dance styles, Danse Xpressions Dance Company aims to
share their hearts, their story, and their love for the arts with the world.

About their piece in Dance The World Nutcracker Festival:
Choreography by Jessica St. Vil
Rara LakayOne of the most popular traditional Haitian folkloric dances is "Rara". Rara is a very festive dance;
celebrating the human spirit as well as human life. Rara is most often used to express the troubles and
concerns of the oppressed people of Haiti. Through song and dance the people are able to express their
troubles and concerns about their current economical, political, and social living conditions. Beginning
during the carnival period in Haiti and ending Easter week; for several weeks, Rara processions walk for
miles through local territory playing their music and performing their dances, and at times dramatic
interpretations, attracting fans and followers building up the strength of their message. Fusing traditional
movement with contemporary movement; these young dancers will take you to Haiti.

ELEA GORANA DANCE COMPANY
Tues Dec 15th/ Fri Dec 18th

ELEA GORANA DANCE/ Elissaveta Iordanova: Once upon a time there were small villages in a very beautiful

country. The people who lived there loved dancing, singing and telling funny stories during the evenings of their
holidays…Bulgaria has centuries of history and worldwide popularity of its folk dances, characterized by its lively
energy, variety of uneven rhythms and exciting footwork. Most are group-chain dances. Each of the six folkloric regions
has its own unique style.
Elissaveta Iordanova established her U.S. teaching, creating and performing practice in 2005. Inspired by the ancient
culture, rituals, and myths of Bulgaria, today Elissaveta conducts dance residences, creative workshops, and master
dance classes for a diverse population of students, all in preservation of the Bulgarian folk heritage. Elissaveta is a
frequent guest teacher at numerous college dance programs in New York City (Hunter, Bard, NYU, SLC, and Purchase
among others).
Under her leadership, GORANA DANCE Co. folk ensemble naturally evolved including both Bulgrian and American
dancers throughout the past 10 years. GORANA DANCE Co. revives the beauty and strength of men and women,
through a masterfully woven tapestry of dance. Performing in different venues in NY, NJ, PA and IL, GORANA DANCE
Co. features the variety and wealth of Bulgarian folk dances, characterized by swift changes of steps, rhythm
complexity, and exciting patterns. The mission of the company is to maintain Bulgarian folk traditions across borders.

About their Piece in Dance the World Nutcracker Festival:
VARNENSKO
The Dorbrudja region is situated in the northeast part of Bulgaria, where the wheat fields are. Some of the movements
resemble the plant harvesting. Dobrudja region is famous for its dance melodies such as “ruka”, “sborenka”, “ruchenic”.
One popular folk dance is Varnensko.
TRITE PUTI
This dance is in 2/4 even beat, but the steps develop in fast stakato manner. It originates in Easter Tracian valley. The
duet and group dancing intertwine during the triple repetition of the basic step. “Trite puti" means “The three times”
TRAKIISKA RUCHENITSA
Ruchenitsa is one of the most likable dances both for performers and viewers, because of its joyous partnering
between dancers. In some cases as social gathering, the dance has a competitive flavor.
SEVERNISHKO
The northern Mizia Valley, between Denube River and the Balkan mountains is wide open, as the characteristics of this
dance are. The first part originates from the river villages and some of the movements can be seen in Romanian folk
dance as well.

Where to find GORANA DANCE:
www.facebook.com/GORANADANCE

FIYAH Dancehall Theater
Thurs Dec 17th/ Sun Dec 20th

About FIYAH Dancehall Theater (FDT): FIYAH Dancehall Theater (FDT) is a full service

entertainment and theatrical company founded by Jessica Phoenix, Owner of Fiyah Productions, LLC that
provides quality performance works (small & large) centered around Afro-Caribbean (including
Reggae/Dancehall) choreography and freestyle movement. Each presentation incorporates and explores
music, dance and storytelling. FDT promotes and expresses appreciation for the vibrant complexities and
dynamics of ethnic and urban cultural arts.
Debuted as the first of its kind, Fiyah Dancehall Theater brought the first full Dancehall Theater production
to New York City in 2013 at Roulette Theater, followed by Season 2 and Season 3 full Theater productions
at Symphony Space and Santos Party House. Along with putting on the annual company productions,
Jessica Phoenix has also brought her company's work to Grace Jamaican Jerk Festival, Stonybrook
University, Universoul Circus, World of Dance Orlando, and more. Most recently, FIYAH! Dancehall Theater
just finished a 3 day performance showing in Anita's Way public art space in Times Square. Featured by
the Chashama Organization, well received and blazing up the fiyah in the heart of New York City. The
company is looking forward to spreading FIYAH to wider audiences, more stages, and making
connections with more people worldwide.
Company mottos: “Ketch a Fiyah,” “Blaze di Fiyah” and “Spread more Fiyah!”

Jessica Phoenix: Jessica was introduced to dance at a very early age at the Joyce LaVerne Dance
School in Maryland. In high school, she joined the Eleanor Roosevelt High Dance Company led by Maya
Yamada. She graduated from Howard with a B.A. in Audio Production and moved to Atlanta to pursue her
dance career where she worked with Cici Kelley, Quincy Lamar, Rikki McKinney at Gotta Dance Atlanta.
Jessica remains close to Dancehall’s home in Jamaica by making annual trips to the island for continued
inspiration. While in JA, she studies and connects with veteran and young Jamaican dancers. In 2013,
Jessica was the only American guest instructor teaching at the International Dancehall Homecoming
rd
Event and competed, landing 3 place in the first-ever International Dancehall Championships held in
Kingston, Jamaica
Jessica is an active member with iLuminate traveling nationally and internationally, a frequent guest
instructor at Broadway Dance Center, and teaches weekly Dance and Dance fitness classes in NYC. She
continues her work with company FIYAH Dancehall Theater and has partnerd with new FIYAH! Brand
Manager, Lady Sol Inc and cocreator of new FIYAH FIT program. Both entities will help bring FIYAH!
worldwide for 2015 and beyond.

Where to find FIYAH Dancehall Theater
www.facebook.com/OfficialJessicaPhoenix
www.facebook.com/FiyahProductionsDancehallTheater
Social media handle: @Phoenix_Fiyah, @fiyahdancehalltheater

Harika Chatlapalli

Thurs Dec 17th/ Sun Dec 20th
Harika Chatlapalli:
Harika started learning dance from Guru Kantham Chatlapalli at the age of 3 and completed her graduation or
“Rangapravesam” in Kuchipudi Indian dance in 2003. Her career as a dancer has involved recognition as both a
professional dancer and choreographer at various competitions, in several cultural & community events, and by Fox
Network’s, So You Think You Can Dance. She has performed at events around the US, Europe, and India and is a guest
teacher and choreographer at her mother’s dance school, Natyanikethan, in New York. Harika is an Honorable Mention
recipient of the National Foundation for the Advancement of Arts and received the Folk Arts Apprenticeship in Indian
Classical dance from the New York State Council on the Arts.
Harika graduated from Carnegie Mellon University in 2008 and served as the head choreographer of the University’s
fusion dance troupe, Tanah, for three years. In addition to learning Indian classical dance, Harika has trained in hip-hop
and ballet. Her goal as a dancer is to carry on her mother’s legacy of bringing recognition to the cultural roots and
technical grace behind the Kuchipudi dance form while experimenting with new dance vocabulary rooted in western
styles. Harika currently works as a Senior Manager in strategy at American Express.

About her piece in Dance The World Nutcracker Festival:
Life can be thought of as a nonstop sequence of emotions that arise in various experiences and circumstances. The
experiences that shape our lives evoke a human response called "emotion." This piece describes the nine emotions, or
navarasa. The latter part of the word, "rasa," is the interpretation of what the mind feels and the expression of the
feeling thereafter. The piece aims to show that while navarasa are considered human emotions, supreme beings from
Hindu mythology are also overcome by their power and influence.
Each of the nine emotions (rasas) will be depicted in the Indian Classical dance style of Kuchipudi, which is known for
its graceful movements, jathis (precise footwork), and abhinaya (facial expressions).
1. Love
2. Jealous/ Self-Pity
3. Pride
4. Laughter
5. Wonder

6. Fear
7. Compassion
8. Anger
9. Peace

For questions and interest in upcoming events and classes, please email Harika.Chatlapalli@gmail.com

NylaPhoenix

Tues Dec 15th/ Fri Dec 18th
Nyla Phoenix:

Born under the element of fire, NylaPhoenix is nothing short of sizzling! Originally trained in Performance Arts, Salsa,
and other Afro-Latin dance forms, NylaPhoenix began her studies in Middle Eastern Dance in 2002, under her noted
master teachers such as Morocco, Tarik Sultan, Jillina, Nourhan Sharif, Arianna Halima al Tiye, Jehan Kamal,
Mohamed Shahin and Dalia Carella.
Additionally, she accredits her inspirations in dance to great legends such as Mona El Said and Raqia Hassan, both
with whom she studied in Cairo, Egypt. In 2006, NylaPhoenix joined as a principle dancer of the foremost Sub-Saharan
Oriental group, in the United States, "Nubian Moon Daughters Dance Company", under the direction of Arianna Halima
al Tiye.
She has performed both in the U.S. and internationally, at such events as the Rakkasah Festival of the East & West,
Ahlan Wa Sahlan Dance Festival in Cairo, Egypt, Hunter College Theater Shows "1001 Nights" and “Journeys of the
Shimmy”, “Cirque Arabesque” (off Broadway production), and an array of weddings, restaurants and private events in
and around the Tri State Area.
In 2014, NylaPhoenix became a member of Raks Al Zahra; a dance troupe directed by Natalie Nazario focused on the
Orientale and folkloric style of Middle Eastern dance. In 2015, Raks Al Zahra won first place in NY Cairo's Annual
Dance Festival's group competition. NylaPhoenix's philosophy is that music and dance are special gifts bestowed to us
by the Universe, to help us celebrate the gift of life, and we should indulge in those gifts daily!

About her piece in Dance The World Nutcracker Festival:
Rise:
Within me lies a flame that flickers with delight.
As I become one with myself, the flame shines extremely bright.
The fire that burns ignites my soul to become one with the truth.
That every time I am reduced to ashes; I will rise and become anew.
By NylaPhoenix
The Gift:
The Gift is a celebration of life and the expression of gratitude. The inspiration for the piece comes from my personal
philosophy that music and dance are special gifts bestowed to us by the Universe, to help us celebrate the gift of life,
and we should indulge in those gifts daily!

Where to find NylaPhoenix:
www.nylaphoenix.com
www.etsy.com/shop/MyVintageModernHeart

Pei-Rong Wu
Tues Dec 15th/ Fri Dec 18th

Pei-Rong Wu is originally from Kaohsiung, Taiwan, where she discovered her love and passion for dance. She
began traditional Chinese dance and Ballet training at age 7. As a young dancer, she performed at prestigious
theaters in all the major cities in Taiwan. At age 15, she was accepted by the dance department of Tsoying Senior
High School(Kaohsiung, Taiwan), where she continued her professional training in all disciplines of dance. In 2008,
she decided to move to the United States to pursue her dreams of working professionally and exceptionally in dance.
She was not only accepted as one of 30 students into the BFA program over almost 300 perspectives auditioned, but
also rewarded a scholarship to New World School of the Arts. There she continued her dance training with Daniel
Lewis, Peter London, and Bambi Anderson. Throughout her time in New World School of the Arts, she had the
opportunities to work with contemporary artists such as Robert Battle, Kate Weare, Robert Swinston, Darshan Bhuller,
and Kyle Abraham. In 2012, she received her Bachelor of Fine Arts degree in dance and graduated with highest honor.
After graduated from school, Pei-Rong decided to move to New York City to continue her dance journey. She explored
the various and diverse dance communities in the city and had great opportunities to work with creative NY based
artist such as Jennifer Archibald, Goldie Peacock, Nai-Ni Chen, and Julie Petrusak. Pei-Rong is thrilled to be a part of
JP Dance family. She currently resides in New Work City where she continues to grow and expand her career as a
performing artist.

About her Piece in Dance the World Nutcracker Festival:
The traditional Chinese fan dance dates back 2,000 years to the Han Dynasty. Sometimes the fan dance is used to
help pass down stories and traditions of Chinese culture. Younger Chinese generations learn classic tales and lore of
China's past through the fan dance. Today, the Art of Chinese Fan Dance conveys the beauty and splendor of the
Chinese culture and is enjoyed by spectators all over the world. The Chinese Fan Dance highlights delicate
movements with constantly changing rhythm, which is dynamic and graceful.

Reaction Dance Company NYC
Wed Dec 16th/ Sat Dec 19th

About Reaction Dance Company NYC:

Reaction challenges the boundaries between dance styles.
Fusing Bollywood, Latin, Contemporary, Hip Hop, and Jazz dance, we transform New York’s diversity into innovative
art, representing unique individuals, neighborhoods or even New York as a whole. Reaction strives to create custom
dances representative of the unique you. We offer custom performances, dance for video, lessons, and school
assemblies for a variety of venues and events. Some of our most notable performances include Go Butler’s Ad
Campaign “Flashmob Fail”, New York's Got Talent, Holi Hai NYC 2015, Omicon Entertainment's Thriller 2.0, the Dulhan
Expo October 2015, and Guy Michaels Jaded Pop Showcase.

Juliette Nieves: Juliette Nieves, Reaction’s Founder/Artistic Director, started choreographing seriously her senior
year of high school during her Broadway Dance Center Internship. Her first work was a contemporary piece to the
song “For the First Time” by the Script. In college, she choreographed Hip Hop concept videos on youtube. With time
her dances graced the stage at Pace University including her piece “Miami Summer “for the commercial dance
program’s choreography showcase Emergence (2013). This was her first ever fusion piece in which she combined
both hip hop and salsa. Fusion dance became the spark that drove her to win the Pforzheimer Honors Research
Grant (2014), to study and create fusion dance and found Reaction. Since the summer of 2014 she choreographed
almost solely for Reaction starting with concept fusion videos and finally in March of 2015 presented Reaction
repertoire for the first time on stage. Since March her works with Reaction have been shown at NYC’s Got Talent, for
Go Butler’s Ad Campaign, Holi Hai NYC 2015, Purdue’s NYC networking event 2015, the Dulhan Expo, music venues,
weddings, parties, and soon to be shown at Athena Entertainment events.

Where to Find Reaction Dance Company NYC
Check our Reaction’s Facebook page or our website at ReactionDanceCompanyNYC.com for upcoming events and
workshops.
Social media handle: @reactiondancecompanynyc

Xochipilli Dance Ensemble
Thurs Dec 17th/ Sun Dec 20th

About Xochipilli Dance Ensemble: Xochipilli Dance Ensemble was created with the sole purpose of
promoting Mexican folk dance by expanding on its rich, culturally diverse styles. It consciously seeks to present a
balance of existing traditional dances with new, exciting work as a voice to a new generation of Mexican folk dancers.

Jose Mendoza:José Mendoza, co-founder & Artistic Director of Xochipilli Dance Ensemble, hails from California,
where he began his Mexican Folk Dance training under the guidance of Antonieta Hogan. By the time he graduated
from high school, he was performing professionally for various groups in the Los Angeles area, including Ballet
Folklorico Monache, Ballet Folklorico of USC, Ballet Folklorico Mixteco, and with Sol Dance Company, where he showed his
innate ability for creating costumes. Additionally, José trained flamenco dance under the tutelage Carla Luna. Once he
relocated to NYC, he began performing with the Ballet Folklorico Mexicano de Nueva York, and eventually served as
Assistant Director. When José isn’t busy creating costumes or dances, he may sometimes be seen performing as a
singer throughout different cultural events in NYC.

About their piece in Dance the World Nutcracker Festival: “México lindo y querido” is a quick
ethnographic glimpse of Mexico through its prominent folk dances of the 1920’s. From the centuries-old
Concheros (Aztec dance), to the culturally diverse state of Oaxaca and its energetic Jarabe Mixteco, and to
the once declared “National Folk Dance of Mexico,” El Jarabe Tapatio from the state of Jalisco. (This
dance, also known as the Mexican Hat Dance, became most famous thanks in part to the Russian prima
ballerina, Anna Pavlova and her rendition of it en pointe.)
Where to find Xochipilli Dance Ensemble
www.facebook.com/xochipilliensemble
We always welcome new dancers and collaborators. To request an invitation to one of our rehearsals,
please email us at xochipillidance@gmail.com.

Yang Wang

Wed Dec 16th/ Sat Dec 19th
Yang Wang: Yang Wang is a graduate of The College at Brockport, State University of New York, with a Master of
Fine Arts in dance choreography and performance. Yang is originally from China, and has earned her Bachelor degree
in dance choreography and performance from Nanjing Normal University in China. Yang has been dancing for
nineteen years and has earned professional training in modern dance, contemporary dance, ballet, Chinese dance,
and jazz.
Yang worked at Gallim Dance Company as an assistant to the artistic director, and now is currently a principal
choreographer, teacher, and dancer at New York Chinese Cultural Center. Yang’s dance work has been shown at The
Metropolitan Museum of Art, Queens Museum, Parrish Art Museum, Dixon Theater, Marie-Christine Giordano dance,
Lucid Body House, New York Stock Exchange, etc. As an artistic director, choreographer, and dance teacher at Wuxi
LDJ Creative Arts Center, Yang taught Chinese dance, modern dance, ballet, and repertory for three years. She also
taught new jazz classes to students of various backgrounds and skill levels, from undergraduates to graduate, on
Dance Awareness Day at Brockport in 2013 and 2014. Yang has also participated in many different types of
performances and has won awards in diverse dance competitions, such as the Extraordinary Award in the Third
National College Folk Dance Show in Peking, China; the Extraordinary Award in The Second Jiangsu Province College
Art Show.; the Best Talent Award in Wuxi Girls Talent Competition. Yang’s academic research in dance have been
presented at different conferences such as American College Dance Festival (ACDF), Scholars Day, and The Graduate
Research Conference at Brockport.

About her piece in Dance the World Nutcracker Festival:

The peacock dance 孔雀舞 is one of the most
wide-spread ancient dances of the Dai ethnic group in Yunnan Province on the southwest border of China. Tropical
weather and nature have nourished the Dai people's tradition and culture. They share their land with creatures of great
variety. The beauty and kindness of the peacock inspires the Dai culture to a great extent and the Dai consider the
peacock as a Goddess that can bring them peace and happiness. They pray for peace and happiness with graceful
peacock dancing.

